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About This Game

Your magic can change the world, but at what cost? Battle dragons, skyships, and evil Inquisitors, as you protect your homeland,
conquer it, or destroy it forever.

Choice of Magics is a 550,000-word interactive, post-apocalyptic fantasy novel by Kevin Gold, author of our best-selling game,
Choice of Robots. It's entirely text-based, without graphics or sound effects, and fueled by the vast, unstoppable power of your

imagination.

Thousands of years ago, the ancients destroyed civilization with five schools of magic. Each spell comes at a terrible price.
Glamor charms your adversaries, rotting your body from the inside. Divination reveals faraway secrets, exposing your own
secrets to others. Automation gives objects the spark of life, destabilizing the climate. Vivomancy can heal or change living

things, with bizarre side effects. Blast your enemies with Negation energy, forming permanent clouds of deadly fallout.

As a young scrounger of antiquities, you hope to build your ruined world anew with these rediscovered spells. Now you must
decide which of these magics can transform your post-apocalyptic society, and what you'll risk to bring hope and light to your

kinsmen.

 Play as male, female, or non-binary; straight, gay, bi, or ace.

 Design your own pet, hatch a baby dragon, and build your own golems.
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 Win a war, win the crown, or win your best friend's heart.

 Transform an evil Inquisitor into a talking tortoise, out for revenge. (Eventually.)

 Collect magic items: rings of power, an alchemy set, a “light sword” (wink, wink)

 Romance your village's geeky mayor, a goofy swordfighter, or even the queen.

 Help a stuffed monkey to repaint all of the murals in the Cathedral dungeon.

 Test out the mayor's new board game.

Can you bring the world back from ruin and shape a new society? Use your magics well, and you could become as a god; use
your magics poorly and destroy the world all over again.
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Access Denied.. Starts off a bit oddly by not really explaining how tycho, gabe, and yourself split ways to begin with, but
quickly gets back into the swing of things with the same silliness and absurdity of the first. Doesn't differ much from the first
episode in either structure or combat, but still quite fun. If you liked the first one grab this one too.. After a brief intro where
you have to choose whether to kiss a woman, you wake up in a jail cell with only one way out. You must navigate your way
through a labyrinth of hallways which you can barely see, while a monster is chasing you. If you pause for even a split second,
the monster will catch and kill you. If you don't take exactly the right path (which you have to memorize by trial and error), the
monster will get you. There are rumors that the game is pretty good once you get past this first phase, but after 12-15 attempts, I
still can't vouch for that.. Pretty much suited the advertise (images) and should cover most necessity for beach scene in your
manga. Although I do wish they'd have towels \/ cloths for your character to sit on \/ wear on body. The price is a bit high,
mainly because this DLC comes with new poses ("Swimming"), which, sadly, can't be used on any other models. Pick it up on a
sale if you can wait.

IMPORTANT NOTE: There might be more color options for this pack in the future as the Japanese version got this update a
while ago. Whether we will get it or not is unknown at this moment but you can hope for it to arrive at a later time. It'll
definitely compensate for the high price tag.. 10/10, can deploy mustard gas and re-enact nanking. Is this a joke release, even
for early access I'm wondering is this a joke.

Pros+
Music
Performance on low settings still looks half way decent at 35-50fps

Cons-
Everything else
Character Creation/Customaztion is limited, very limited
Can't change user name for character you make
Gamepad support doesn't work
No graphic settings to change, can't change resolution
You can however change it from "low to high", might as keep it on low because setting it on high you will get 10fps
There's nothing to do
There's only one area unlock / avaible to play
You need some sort of in game money to bowl, but it doesn't explain how to get it
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All you can do is bowl
Every other thing / area is unlock or says coming soon
Thus, there's only one area to roam in, a small bowling alley
You can't jump
You can't change the keyblinds
You can't do nothing but make a boring looking character and run around in circles in the one area which is unlock
You can sit down and the animations to that is downright laughable.

Bottom line:
This is like 5% finish and its not even funny. Why is this game on steam? Its not even completed, my goodness. Not going to
even bothered with this game until they are finish, and judging by that, it seems like it will be fully completed in Summer of
2017. Avoid this crap.. Big fan of 2000AD and specifically Rogue Trooper, back in the day I owned 100's of comics and the
full Rogue Trooper set released through QC (quality comics).

Remember playing the original game many years ago, noticed this "Redux" version on sale during a recent Rebellion games
promotion. Started playing it today, really got into it, played several hours straight. Really enjoyed myself, graphics looked
much better than the original, found the combat very enjoyable especially the "assist" mode which brings the camera closer to
Rogue and gives a solid TPS feel. Good combat is very important in a combat game, and this game nails it.

Yes, its bit glitchy in places, but the controls worked well with keyboard/mouse, no complaints there. At the price I got it on
sale, it was a no brainer, and well worth playing for Rogue Trooper and 2000AD fans.

One thing I did notice, its not canon, I'm pretty sure Rogue took the biochips from Helm, Gunnar and Bagman during the Quartz
Massacre?. I literally fell asleep playing this. I wish I was joking.. This is awesome! Played almost 5 hrs in a row becouse I just
couldn't stop!
It is a crazy mix of a strategy game and kinda tower-defence. Lots of missions, easy to learn gameplay. There is a few ai
opponent difficulty options, and I must say that they done well.
Multiplayer is yet another well designed thing in this game.
Maps are designed really really well - lots of variants with lots strategies.
And of cource, the arts are just fantastic.
It is definitely cost it's money!

A HUGE thanks for Linux support - played on really old Radeon with Phenom - work awesome.. This game is perfect.. all it
needs is more courses. ASAP! Lots of fun, lots of laughs.
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Greetings jung lad. Come and take a seat. I will tell you from a time of darkness...
It all took place in a world, similar to one we know, but different enough to be worth another story.
Were a handful of heroes gathered to defeat the evil sorcerer Zantor. For ages he dwelled in the darkness, raising his foul
minions unter his iront fist, and one after the other, free lands fall before him.
Mighty castles turned into lairs of terror, swarmed by his minions, til a few remaining heroes gathered:
The wild barbarian, the wise wizard, the studdy dwarf, the mysterious dark monk, the swift archer and the honorable knight.
Together, under the leadership of the barbarian warrior, they march towards the darkest of all places in the world: Zantors Keep.
Be the way were long and danger were everywhere. The first quest were easy, not more than a tutorial for the barbarian, who
were alone in the beginning, til the wizard found him and together, they did another quest. And another, and...
Reaching a village that no map knows, they realized the adventure has even just begun.
More enemies raised upon them, deadly traps waited patiently for their blood, and in every shadow, there were these eyes.
Watching, waiting.
The villagers had them welcome and here the heroes found, whatever they could need:
A blacksmith, crafting weapons and armor, even artifacts.
An old Woman, selling potions of strange herbs - useful, but unstable in quality.
A sage of the old realms, who tought our heroes to master her abilities.
A Merchant, buying juwels and items the heroes didn't need anymore.
And the gravedigger, who could even brought back the dead (and were the richest men in town).
The tavern provided a rest for the wounded, while the brothel...well :)

And there he were. The eldar. A strange old man, who sent for the barbarian and his mates.
He gave them advice and - more important - quests.
Rescue the dwarf he said, for the dungeons get bigger and harder as you proceed, and 2 heros soon won't be enough.

The tale seems simple young lad, but you surely will be entertained well. The fights were simple, the graphic and sound
nostalgic. The devs of the kingdom were busy these days, even in the forums, what is always a good sign.
Go now, adventurer. Go for the honor, for the gold and get your own tale to tell....
. Waste of money, even though I bought it on sale. Stay away, far away from it.. anime tiddie. For those who are familiar with
the game 'Glory of the Roman Empire': Imperium Romanum is basically the same game, with a few tweaks and new mechanics
that add a bit more depth and variation to the game (but don't take long to figure out)

For those who are not familiar with 'Glory of the Roman Empire': Imperium Romanum is a city manager game situated during
the Roman Empire. Your job as 'praetor' is to build up colonies into cities. You do basically three things: keep your citizens
happy, keep your economy healthy, and your treasury filled.

The maps are all different locations in the Empire and can be either free build or scenario's (where you must complete tasks
through a tablet system).

It is not too difficult, so you will get the hang of it after the tutorial or after a few maps. Good for casual play or players new to
the genre, maybe not so thrilling for veterans.

I got it for 2 bucks on a sale and don't regret it one bit. I suggest you do the same. As boring and tedious as real golf without the
aluring violence of Worms. Get this game if you wish to discover how vulnerable your patience truly is. 4/10
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